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1. The people who suffer from myopia nd hypermetropia are adviced to use 
___________

     	      Concave Lens

     	      Convex Lens

     	--->> Bifocal Lens

     	      Mirrors

2. In a right handed coordinate system if a right handed screw is turned so that it 
rotates the x-axis towards the y-axis, the direction of advance of the screw represents

     	--->> The positive Z-axis

     	      The negative Z-axis

     	      The Non compliant Coordinate

     	      The spherical coordinate representation

3. As soon as light impulses impinge on the retina____________

     	--->> An imagfe is ormed

     	      Refration takes palce

     	      Lights in the eye is polarised

     	      Response to light starts

4. When an individual can see distant objects clearly but cannot see close objects 
blurly , such person suffers from______?

     	      Myopia

     	--->> Hypermetropia

     	      Colour Blindness

     	      Astigmatism

5. _________ is an automatic part of the human perception ?
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     	      Sight

     	      Visions

     	--->> Color

     	      Sensitivity

6. Which of the following waves has polarisation as its peculiar characteristics ?

     	      Electromagnetics waves

     	--->> Tranvserse Waves

     	      Body waves

     	      Love waves

7. All the colours of visible light  spectrum can be produced by mixing ___________

     	--->> Primary colors

     	      Secondary colors

     	      Tertiary Colors

     	      Neutral Colors

8. Myopia is another name for _______________

     	      Long sightedness

     	--->> Short sightedness

     	      Colour Blindness

     	      Accomodation

9. Short sightedness can be corrected through the use of ________________

     	--->> Concave Lens

     	      Convex Len

     	      Concave mirrors

     	      Convex Mirros
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10. When two in-phase linearly polarised light waves are superposed, the resultant 
wave has _________________

     	      Fixed orientation

     	      Fixed amplitude

     	--->> Fixed orientation and fixed amplitude

     	      Risen nodes and depressing antinodes
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